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UNIT SHEETS

These pages cover the specific statements you need to know, when you should review
your knowledge and extra help for you to increase your understanding.
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Energy
Bits to help if you
Self-assessment

Specification statement

don’t
understand

First

Second

review

review

4-7

1-2

Week

months

months

before

before

before

exam

exam

exam

I can recall the different
types of energy and give
examples

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can describe the energy
changes involved in a range of
common situations

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can define the term system

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can recall that energy

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

These are the bits the
exam board wants you to
know, make sure you can
do all of these…

Final
review

Primrose

Other

Kitten

places

https://you
tu.be/
ujdUEwMfI
ok

https://you
tu.be/
nd97wwioC
X4

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2iWfKai
TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2xSlW6
9

cannot be created or
destroyed
I can use describe how
kinetic energy changes
over time

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/ 2hAvJYp

I can recall the units needed
for Ek = ½ mv2

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://you
tu.be/
RRm_8BD
gH1M

Flashcards
available on
www.primro
sekitten.co
m

I can rearrange Ek = ½ mv2

I can use Ek = ½ mv2
4

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use describe how
elastic potential energy
changes

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKit

☺•☹

http://bit.l
y/2lJWnm4

I can recall the units needed for

☺•☹

☺•☹

Flashcards

☺•☹

Ee = ½ ke2

available on
www.primro
se
kitten.com

I can rearrange Ee = ½ ke2

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use Ee = ½ ke2

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use describe how
gravitational potential

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKit
http://bit.l

energy changes
I can recall the units needed
for Ep = mgh

y/
2zb6KVw
☺•☹

☺•☹

Flashcards
available on
www.primro
sekitten.co

☺•☹

m
I can rearrange Ep = mgh

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use Ep = mgh

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use describe how objects

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

be/

have different specific heat

_gooQFvVqzk

capacities
I can recall the units needed for

https://youtu.

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/ 2zdTPjd
Flashcards
available on

ΔE = mcΔθ

www.primro
sekitten.co
m
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I can rearrange ΔE = mcΔθ

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use ΔE = mcΔθ

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use define power

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can recall the units
needed for P = E

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/

T

2zeModI
Flashcard
s available
on
www.primro
se
kitten.com

I can rearrange P = E

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

T
I can use P = E
T
I can recall the units needed

Flashcards

for P = W

available on

T

www.primro
se
kitten.com

I can rearrange P = W

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

T
I can use P = W
T
I can recall that energy cannot
be
created or destroyed
I can describe what happen
to wasted energy

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/
2xQdPqD

I can recall ways to reduce
wasted
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☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

energy
I can describe how insulation

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKit

☺•☹

can reduce energy loss

http://bit.l
y/
2yviwKN

I can describe why a system

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

might
not be 100% efficient
I can describe whys to increase
the efficiency of a system
I can recall the units needed for
Efficiency = useful energy out
total energy in
I can rearrange
Efficiency = useful energy out
total energy in
I can use
Efficiency = useful energy out
total energy in
I can recall the units needed for
Efficiency = useful power out
total power in
I can rearrange
Efficiency = useful power out
total power in
I can use
Efficiency = useful power out
total power in
I can state the different
sources
7

https://youtu.
be/
GVSiL39bnr
c

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/
2zg8xrZ

that can be used to get energy
I can determine if a resource is

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can consider the impact that
using these resources has on
the environment

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of each source of

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

renewable or finite

energy

8

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2A8S4C
U

Electricity
Whole topic summary https://youtu.be/jSA4WaLSVEA in only 10 minutes!!
Bits to help if you
Self-assessment

Specification statement

don’t
understand

First

Second

review

review

These are the bits the
exam board wants you to
know, make sure you can

4-7

1-2

months

months

before

before

do all of these…

exam

exam

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can draw and use the
common circuit symbols

Final
review
Week
before
exam

☺•☹

Primrose

Other

Kitten

places

https://you
tu.be/
HiVcnpD
QOcI

Circuit
symbol
flashcard
on
www.primro
se
kitten.com
TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2zydUDJ

I can draw series and
parallel circuits

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://you
tu.be/2QB
Taq63mYk
https://yout
u.be/rbLquf
YEVN8

I can define the terms
charge and current

9

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://you
tu.be/
k3vCg3lGpy
s

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2A8qx4
H

I can recall the units needed
for Q = It

☺•☹

☺•☹

Flashcards

☺•☹

available on
www.primros
e
kitten.com

I can rearrange Q = It

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use Q = It

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can define the terms
potential difference and
resistance

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can recall the units needed
for V = IR

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can rearrange V = IR

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use V = IR

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can draw and explain

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://youtu.b
e/ k3vCg3lGpys

Flashcards
available on
www.primros
ekitten.com

current- potential difference
graphs for ohmic conductors,
filament lamps and diodes

https://youtu.b
e/fxDNqQ3hH
2A
https://youtu.b
e/ylHsTMAGV1
I

I can explain the change in
resistance of a thermistor as
the temperature changes

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://youtu.b
e/
2PdHk4wa5Bg
https://youtu.b
e/
Ra7sqF8oZxg
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I can explain the change in

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

resistance of an LDR as the
light intensity changes

https://youtu.b
e/
Ra7sqF8oZxg
https://youtu.b
e/
iUnMBMmkxnY

I can describe the way current

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

behaves in a series circuit
I can describe the way
potential difference behaves
in a series circuit

https://youtu.b
e/
g2kUj3xfM90

https://youtu.b
e/
E70eNm2lITI
https://youtu.b
e/

https://ph
et.colorado
.edu/en/si
mulation/le
gacy/circu
itconstructio
n-kit-acvirtual-lab
TuitionKit

OdmmKxa0Nhs
I can describe the way

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

resistance behaves in a series
circuit
I can describe the way current
behaves in a parallel circuit
I can describe the way
potential difference behaves
in a parallel
circuit
I can describe the way
resistance behaves in a
parallel circuit
I can recall the voltage and
frequency of mains electricity
11

https://youtu.b
e/
g2kUj3xfM90

http://bit.l
y/2A7SZ
Un
http://bit.l
y/2zfGS
oZ

in the UK

I can explain the difference

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKit

☺•☹

between direct current

http://bit.l

and alternating current

y/ 2zyA9th

I can describe the inside of a
plug

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://youtu.b
e/ Ke4yyUZHhY

Warren
Nash
https://you
tu
.be/COWlY
U vzgZI

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/
2iyfdaL
I can describe the safety

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

features of a plug
I can describe how power in a
circuit is related to the
potential
difference
I can recall the units needed
for P = VI

Flashcard
s available
on
www.primro
se
kitten.com
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I can rearrange P = VI

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use P = VI

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKi

t
http://bit.l

y/
2zgEmkC
I can recall the units needed
for P = I2R

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

Flashcard
s available
on
www.primro
se
kitten.com

I can rearrange P = I2R

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use P = I2R

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can describe how domestic

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

appliances transfer energy
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I can recall the units needed
for E = Pt

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

Flashcard
s available
on
www.primro
se
kitten.com

I can rearrange E = Pt

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use E = Pt

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKi

t
http://bit.l
y/
2j3vKrn

I can recall the units needed

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

for E = QV

Flashcards
available on
www.primro
se
kitten.com

I can rearrange E = QV

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use E = QV

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can describe the part of the

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

National Grid and how

http://bit.l

they interact with each

y/

other
I can describe how step-up and

2zfB4OU
☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

step-down transformers work
I can describe the
circumstances in which an
object might become charged
-Physics only
I can describe what
happens what two charged
objects are bought close
together
-Physics only
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TuitionKit

I can state that a charged
object creates an electric field
around itself

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

-Physics only
I can draw the electric field
pattern for an object
-Physics only
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Particle model of matter
Whole topic summary video; https://youtu.be/cZz9oGgJOL0 only 6 minutes!

Self-assessment

Specification statement

Bits to help if you
don’t
understand

First

Second

review

review

4-7

1-2

months

months

before

before

exam

exam

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can describe the energy
changes that happen when a
substance changes state

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can describe the energy in
the atoms and molecules as
internal

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

These are the bits the
exam board wants you to
know, make sure you can do
all of these…
I can recall the arrangement of
particles in a solid, a liquid and
a

Final
review
Week
before
exam

gas

Primrose

Other

Kitten

places

https://you
tu.be/
hs9DIOqzg
Rg

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2h4Sl2j

Total Learn
http://bit.ly
/2z33uMm

energy
I can explain that a change in
the internal energy will lead to
a change in temperature or a
change in state
I can define density

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2zfUMt
H

Total Learn
http://bit.l
y/ 2gF1277
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I can recall the units needed

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

for ρ = m

Flashcards
available on
www.primro
sekitten.co

V

m

I can rearrange ρ = m

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can rearrange ΔE = mcΔθ

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use ΔE = mcΔθ

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can recall the units

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

V
I can use ρ = m
V
I can define specific heat
capacity and specific latent
heat
I can recall the units needed
for
ΔE = mcΔθ

needed for E = mL

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can use E = mL

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can describe the movement of

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

particles in a gas

temperature of the gas to
the average kinetic energy
of the system
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Flashcards
available on
www.primro
sekitten.co
m

I can rearrange E = mL

I can relate the

Flashcards
available on
www.primro
sekitten.co
m

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2j1WZm
b

I can explain how the motion of
a gas relates to the pressure in
a

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

system
I can relate the volume of a gas
to the pressure

http://bit.l
y/2hHthz3

-Physics only
I can recall the units needed
for pV = constant

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

ekitten.com
☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

-Physics only
I can use pV = constant
-Physics only
I can explain how doing work
on a system can increase the
temperature
-Physics only
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Flashcards
available on
www.primros

-Physics only
I can rearrange pV = constant

TuitionKit

Atomic structure
Whole topic summary video https://youtu.be/YFVYUSvUBoo in only 15 minutes

Specification statement

Bits to help if you
don’t

Self-assessment

understand

These are the bits the
exam board wants you to
know, make sure you can
do all of these…
I can recall the size of an

First

Second

review

review

4-7

1-2

months

months

before

before

exam

exam

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

Final
review
Week
before
exam

Primrose
Kitten

Other
places

atom
I can recall the structure
of an atom

https://yout

Total

u.be/ljyzVt8

Learn
http://bit.l
y/2lesH0e

bJSA
I can recall the parts of an

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

atom
I can recall the mass,
charge and location of the
subatomic
particles
I can recall the electrons are

be/bgWKesHb

arranged in energy levels

LnE

(shells)
I can explain that the position
of electrons may change with

https://youtu.

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

the absorption or emission of
electromagnetic radiation
I can define the terms atomic
number and mass number

https://yout
u.be/ljyzVt8
bJSA
https://youtu
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I can work out the number of
protons, electrons and
neutrons an

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

.be/CEJ8Wo
NFFSI

atom has
I can explain why atoms have

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

no

.be/M5qfMTePrQ

overall charge
I can explain why ions have a
charge

https://youtu

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://yout
u.be/746sTy
JqrJo

I can define the term isotope

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can work out the number
of protons, electrons and
neutrons

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

and isotope has
I can describe how and why a

TuitionKit
.be/fIC2B935 http://bit.ly
/2zkpC3Y
oXQ
https://youtu

scientific model changes over
time
I can describe the plum
pudding

.be/nbwcngW
sXAU

model of the atom
I can explain why Rutherford’s

https://youtu

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

experiment that disproved the
plum pudding model
I can describe how Bohr
adapted
the model of the atom
I can recall what Chadwick
added
to the model of the atom
I can describe the
process of radioactive
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Total Learn
http://bit.l

decay

y/2yFW80
v

I can recall that activity is

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can describe the
different types of
radiation

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can represent radioactive

☺•☹

measured in Becquerel’s (Bq)
I can describe what a GeigerMuller tubes does
https://youtu.
be/NzGkp8Zc
jZ0
☺•☹

☺•☹

decay

https://youtu.
be/L99xBAZY
4AEhttps://y

by nuclear equations

outu.be/A9ej

I can define the term half-life

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

I can relate half-life to

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

_7z03O8

radioactive decay
I can determine half-life
from graphic or
mathematical
information
I can describe what
radioactive
contamination is
I can describe the precautions
that need to be taken
around radioactive
contamination
I can recall the different
sources of background
radiation
-Physics only
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TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2zgyW9e

https://youtu.
be/LlVoVvpeQ
5o

TuitionKit
http://bit.ly
/2yvFukX

I can describe what may
affect a person dose of
radiation

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

-Physics only
I can recall that different
isotopes have different half
lives
-Physics only
I can describe the different
uses of radioactivity

be/LeRaJN2

-Physics only
I can describe nuclear

WpV0
☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

https://youtu.
be/I97zD2W

-Physics only
I can describe the chain
reaction that can occur
from nuclear fission

https://youtu.

ACzo
☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

☺•☹

TuitionKit
http://bit.l
y/2h6sPtE

-Physics only
I can describe nuclear fusion
-Physics only
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https://youtu.
be/IekhpiMhTs

TuitionKit
http://bit.ly
/2j25VI8

POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
These pages cover the key words and definitions that you should know for physics.
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Key Words

Definitions

1. Energy Transfers

Work

The energy transferred by a force. Work done (joules, J) =
force (newtons, N) x distance moved in the direction of the
force (metres, m).

Power

The energy transformed or transferred per second. The unit
of power is the watt (W).

Conservation of
energy

Energy cannot be created or destroyed.

Dissipated
energy /
Dissipation of

The energy that is not usefully transferred and ends up being
stored in less useful ways.

energy
Input energy

Energy supplied to a device.

Useful energy

Energy transferred to where it is wanted in the way that is
wanted.

Wasted energy

Energy that is not usefully transferred.

Efficiency

Useful energy transferred by a device divided by the total
energy supplied to the device.

Elastic

Energy stored in an elastic object as a result of it being

potential energy deformed. E.g. A stretched spring
Spring constant Force per unit extension of a spring.
Hooke’s Law

The extension of a spring is directly proportional to the force
applied, as long as its limit of proportionality is not exceeded.

Thermal
conductivity

Property of a material that determines the energy transfer
through it by conduction.

Specific heat
capacity

Energy needed to raise the temperature of 1 kg of a
substance by 1 °C.
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Infrared

Electromagnetic waves between visible light and microwaves in

radiation

the electromagnetic spectrum.

Black body

The radiation emitted by a perfect black body (a body that

radiation

absorbs all the radiation that hits it).

2. Energy Resources

Nuclear fuel

Substance used in nuclear reactors that releases energy due
to nuclear fission.

Nucleus

Tiny positively charged object composed of protons and
neutrons at the centre of every atom.

Reactor core

The thick steel vessel used to contain fuel rods, control rods
and the moderator in a nuclear fission reactor.

Carbon-neutral

A biofuel from a living organism that takes in as much carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere as is released when the fuel is
burned.

Renewable
energy

Energy from natural sources that is always being replenished
so it never runs out.

Biofuel

Any fuel taken from living or recently living materials, such as
animal waste.

Geothermal

Energy released by radioactive substances deep within the

energy

Earth.

National grid

The network of cables and transformers used to transfer
electricity from power stations to consumers (i.e., homes,
shops, offices, factories etc.)

3. Domestic Electricity

Alternating
current (a.c.)
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Electric current in a circuit that repeatedly reverses its
direction.

Direct current

Electric current in a circuit that is in one direction only.

(d.c.)
Three-pin plug

A three-pin plug has a live pin, a neutral pin and an earth pin.

Plug

A plug has an insulated case and is used to connect the cable
from an appliance to a socket.

Earth wire

The wire in a mains cable used to connect the metal case of an
appliance to earth.

Fuse

A fuse contains a thin wire that melts and cuts the current
off if too much current passes through it.

Live wire

The mains wire that has a voltage that alternates in voltage
(between +325 V and -325 V in Europe).

Neutral wire

The wire of a mains circuit that is earthed at the local
substation so its potential is close to zero.

Oscilloscope

A device used to display the shape of an electrical wave.

Step-down

Electrical device used to step-down the size of an alternating

transformers

potential difference.

Step-up
transformers

Electrical device used to step-up the size of an alternating
potential difference.

4. Atomic Structure

Mass number

The number of proton and neutrons in a nucleus.

Atomic number

The number of protons (which equals the number of electrons)
in an atom. It is sometimes called the proton number.

Activity

The number of unstable atoms that decay per second in a
radioactive source.

Count rate

The number of counts per second detected by a Geiger
counter.

Alpha radiation
(α)

Alpha particles, each composed of two protons and two
neutrons, emitted by unstable nuclei.
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Beta radiation

Beta particles that are high energy electrons created in, and

(β)

emitted from, unstable nuclei.

Gamma
radiation (γ)

Electromagnetic radiation emitted from unstable nuclei in
radioactive substances.

Chain reaction

Reactions in which one reaction causes further reactions,
which in turn cause further reactions, etc.

Half-life

Average time taken for the number of nuclei of the isotope
(or mass of the isotope) in a sample to halve.

Ionisation

Any process in which atoms become charged.

Irradiated

An object that has been exposed to ionising radiation.

Isotopes

Atoms with the same number of protons and different
numbers of neutrons.

Moderator

Substance in a nuclear reactor that slows down fission
neutrons.

Nuclear fission

The process in which certain nuclei (uranium-235 and
plutonium-239) split into two fragments, releasing energy and
two or three neutrons as a result.

Nuclear fission

Reactors that release energy steadily due to the fission of a

reactor

suitable isotope, such as uranium-235.

Nuclear fusion

The process where small nuclei are forced together to fuse
and form a larger nucleus.

Radioactive
contamination

The unwanted presence of materials containing radioactive
atoms on other materials.

Reactor core

The thick steel vessel used to contain fuel rods, control rods
and the moderator in a nuclear fission reactor.
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Key Word

Meaning

Accurate

An accurate measurement is one that is close to the true value.

Precise

Measurements are precise if repeat results are close together.

Repeatable

Measurements are repeatable when the investigation is
repeated under the same conditions by the same person using
the same method and gives the same results.

Reproducible

Measurements are reproducible if the investigation gets
similar results when it is done by a different person using
different equipment in different conditions.

Random error

Measurements are affected by random error due to results
varying in unpredictable ways, they may be caused by human
error, a faulty technique in taking the measurements, or by
faulty equipment. These errors can be reduced by making more
measurements and reporting a mean value.

Systematic
error

Zero error

These cause readings to differ from the true value by a
consistent amount each time a measurement is made. Sources
of systematic error can include the environment, methods of
observation or instruments used. Systematic errors cannot be
dealt with by simple repeats. If a systematic error is
suspected, the data collection should be repeated using a
different technique or a different set of equipment, and the
results compared.
A zero error is any indication that a measuring system gives a
false reading when the true value of a measured quantity is
zero, e.g. the needle on an ammeter failing to return to zero
when no current flows.

Hypothesis
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A hypothesis is a statement intended to explain certain facts
or observations.

Prediction

A prediction is a statement suggesting what will happen in the
future, based on observation, experience or a hypothesis.

Independent

The independent variable is the one that is changed or

variable

selected by the investigator.

Dependent
variable

The dependent variable is measured for each change in the
independent variable.

Control
variable

Control variables are kept the same.

Hazard

A hazard is something that could cause harm.

Risk

A risk is the chance that a hazard will cause harm.

Anomalous
result

An anomaly or anomalous result is a measurement which does
not fit the expected trend.

Calibration

Calibration is marking a scale on a measuring instrument. For
example, placing a thermometer in melting ice to see whether it
reads zero, in order to check if it has been calibrated
correctly.

Fair test

A fair test is one in which only the
allowed to affect the

Interval

independent variable

has been

dependent variable.

The quantity between readings, e.g. a set of 11 readings equally
spaced over a distance of 1 metre would give an interval of 10
centimetres.
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These next pages contain knowledge mats that help enhance your knowledge on
specific areas in detail.
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Equipment Lists:
Equipment

Picture

Use

Name
Beaker

Used to measure, mix
and heat liquids.

Wire Gauze

A sheet of thin metal
that has net-like
patterns or a wire
mesh. It is placed on
top of a tripod to
support the beakers,
flasks, or other
glassware during
heating.

Bunsen Burner

Used for heating
solids and liquids in
beakers, flasks or
other glassware.

Tripod

Used to support
flasks, beakers and
other glassware.
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Heat Proof Mat

This is placed under a
Bunsen burner to
prevent damage to the
work surface.

Goggles

Goggles are worn to
shield the wearer's
eyes from impact
hazards such as flying
fragments, objects,
large chips, and
particles.

Splint

A thin long piece of
wood used to light a
Bunsen burner.

Pipette

Used to put liquid into
a test tube.

Stand

Used to support other
pieces of equipment
and glassware such as
burettes, test tubes
and flasks.
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Boss and Clamp

The boss is used to
connect objects, such
as the clamp, to the
stand.

Spatula

A stainless steel
utensil used to
transfer powders to
test tubes, beakers
and other glassware.

Thermometer

Used to measure the
temperature of liquids
in Degrees Celsius.

Measuring

Used to measure the

Cylinder

volume on a liquid.

Conical Flask

Used to mix solutions.

Tongs

Used to grasp a hot
crucible, flasks,
evaporating dishes, or
even small beakers.

Forceps

Used as pincers or
tongs, for seizing and
holding objects.
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Stop Watch

Used to measure time.

Newton Meter

Used to measure
Newtons.

Slotted Mass

Used to measure the
weight of abjects.

Microscope

Used to see objects
that are too small to
be seen by the naked
eye.

Tuning Fork

Used to assess
vibratory sensation
and hearing.

Magnet

All magnets have
north and south poles.
Opposite poles are
attracted to each
other, while the same
poles repel each other.

Callipers

Used to measure
dimensions of objects
with a high degree of
accuracy.
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Mass Balance

A mass balance will
tell you the mass of an
object.

Spirit Burner
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Used to burn alcohol.

These next pages contain mnemonics to aid you with revision. Mnemonics can help
you remember key information and orders.

Mnemonics/videos to help revising
A video that recalls equations using mnemonics 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duiAj0De8wM
Physics equations song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3K6ZdtFZlg
W = m x g
Where’s = mr. g
weight = mass × gravitational field strength (g)
W = F x s
Widow = Farted Stealthily
work done = force × distance moved in the direction of the force
F = k x e
Fancy = kissing elvis
force applied to a spring = spring constant × extension
M = F d
Mmmm! = Flour dumplings
moment of a force = force × distance normal to direction of force

p = F / A
or
F = A x p
Filthy = Apple pie
pressure = force normal to a surface / area of that surface
s = v x t
Soft = Velvet Trolls
distance travelled = speed × time
F = m a
Fat = mosquitoes approaching
resultant force = mass × acceleration
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p = m v
Pimp = my vehicle
momentum = mass × velocity
Ek = ½ m v2
Kinky Einstein = makes half Violent Vampires
kinetic energy = 0.5 × mass × speed2
P = E ÷ t
Parisian = Exorcists divide town
power = energy transferred time
v=fλ
Very = fat duck
wave speed = frequency × wavelength
Maths
Average song
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNdVynH6hcY
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZpPa1y0Pdk
Hey diddle diddle
The median’s the middle
You add and divide for the mean
The mode is the one that you see the most
And the range is the distance between
APE MAN:
Atomic number is number of Protons or Electrons
Mass number - Atomic number = Neutrons
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Atomic structure as gangs and territories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khD8fvpqKYI
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PRACTICE PAGES
These pages contain practice exam questions for you to try and example answers for
you to review and see what a good answer looks like.
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Physics paper 1 Electricity topic
A student investigated how the resistance of a piece of nichrome wire
varies with length.
Figure 1 shows part of the circuit the student used.
Figure 1

(b)

Describe how the student would obtain the data needed for the
investigation.
Your answer should include a risk assessment for one hazard in the
investigation.

Example answer
The student could acquire 3 different lengths of the nichrome wire. Then set
up the circuit with the shortest length of wire and record the value shown on
the voltmeter, positioned opposite to the wire. Then turn of the power supply
until temperature is the same as initial temperature. Next, attach the second
longest wire to the circuit and record the value in the voltmeter. Repeat these
steps until all wire lengths have been used. Be careful when reusing the wire,
make sure the current is off. Take a look at the table of results and should see
that the longer the wire, the greater the resistance.
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Exam question
A student wants to investigate how the current through a filament
lamp affects its resistance.
(a)

Use the circuit symbols in the boxes to draw a circuit diagram
that she could use.
12 V
battery

variable
resistor

filament
lamp

voltmeter

ammeter

(2)
(b)

Describe how the student could use her circuit to investigate
how the current through a filament lamp affects its resistance.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
(4)
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Physics paper 1 particle model of matter topic
A student wanted to determine the density of a small piece of rock.
(a)

Describe how the student could measure the volume of the piece
of rock.

A rock is an irregular object. In order to calculate it’s volume, you must fill a
eureka can with water, and place a measuring cylinder under the spout. Place
the rock in the eureka can and allow the water to pour out into the measuring
cylinder. Once the water has stopped coming out, record the volume of water in
the measuring cylinder. This volume is the same volume as the rock.
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A student wants to calculate the density of the two objects shown in
the figure below.

Describe the methods that the student should use to calculate the
densities of the two objects.
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Physics paper 1 – Atomic structure and radiation topic
Figure 3 shows a patient who has been injected with a radioactive source for
medical diagnosis.
Figure 3

Explain the ideal properties of a radioactive source for use in medical diagnosis.

Must have high penetration to ensure that the radiation can be detected from
the outside of the body. Must have a suitable half-life so that the patient
doesn’t stay radioactive for a long time. Must have low ionisation to limit the
amount of cells that could be damaged by radiation.
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Describe the model now used for the structure of an atom.
In your answer you should:
•
give details of the individual particles that make up an atom
•
include the relative masses and relative charges of these
particles.
Do not include a diagram in your answer.
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REVISION TOOLS

These pages contain revision tools by means of questions and knowledge mats to
fill in which allow you to test your knowledge.
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Energy

What are the changes in the
way energy is stored in…

Name the energy stores:

_______ to

•

C_____________

•

E_____________

_______ and

•

M_____________

_______

•

Kinetic energy (memorise!)
The energy stored in a m__________
object depends on its m________
and s___________.
2

EK =

0.5 x ______ x v

E_____________

(J)

(kg)

•

N_____________

•

T_____________

_______ to

Calculate the kinetic energy of a
1200kg car moving at 13m/s.

•

G_____________

•

_______

K_____________

_______ to

Name the ways energy can
be transferred:

_______

•

H_____________

•

E_____________

•

R_____________

_______ to

•

M_____________

_______

Gravitational Potential (memorise!)
The gravitational potential energy of an object
i_____________ when it moves up because w_______ is
done on it to overcome the force of g____________.
EP = m x __ x __
(__) (kg) (N/kg) (m)
The same thing can be written as:
EP = weight x change in height
(__) (__)

(__)

Calculate the change in EP when a student weighing 450N
steps onto a box of height 0.8m.

Specific heat capacity (no need to memorise)
The specific heat capacity of a substance is the energy
needed to raise the t_____________ of _____kg by ______
°C.
energy
= mass x specific heat x temperature transferred
capacity
change
(J)
(kg)
(J/kg/ °C)
(°C)
o

A pot is filled with 9kg of water at 10 C. Calculate how much
heat energy would be needed to raise the temperature to
o

o

60 C. [specific heat capacity of water = 4200J/kg C ]
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(__/__)

Elastic potential energy (Don’t need
to memorise!)
Elastic p______ energy is the energy
s______ in an object when w____ is
done on that object.
EE = 0.5 x ______x _____
(J)

(N/m)

2

(m)

Calculate elastic potential energy in a
trampoline spring with a spring
constant of 5000N/m that has
stretched 12cm.

__ - mass

(kg)

v - ___________

(__)

k - ______ ________

(__/__)

e - __________

(m)

__ - gravitational field strength
(__/__)
h - change in _________ (__)
Power (memorise!)
Power (W) =
(J)
time (s)
OR
_____ _____ (J)
time (s)
Calculate the power of a motor that
does 10,000J work in 30s.

Conservation and dissipation of energy
The law of conservation of energy states that energy cannot be
c_____________ or d_______________

The energy transferred per
second through an insulating
material depends on:
•

t___________ d__________
across the material

Wasted energy is energy that is not u________ and is t___________ by
an undesired pathway. It is eventually transferred to the s____________

•

t___________ of material

which become w_______. As energy d__________ it gets less and less

•

t___________
c______________ of the

u__________.

material.
The rate of wasted energy transfer from an engine can be reduced by
l______________.

Efficiency of a device =

output
transfer (J)
total input
transfer (J)
Efficiency of a device = useful
output (W)
total
input (W)
Why can the efficiency of a device never be 100%?

National and global energy resources
Energy resources include:
Finite

Renewable

f_______ ________

b_________

e.g.

c______

w______

o____

h_______-________

g____

g_____________

n_________

The rate of energy transfer from a
house can be reduced by:
•
•
•
•
•
The greater the thermal
conductivity of a material, the
more e__________ per
s_________ it transfers by
c_____________ across the
_________________.

t___________
s_____
w________

Renewable resources also have problems including
Energy resources are
•
•
•
•

needed for
•

t____________

•

e____________
g_____________

•

h_____________

When f______________ f_________ are burnt they release c____________ d____________ which is a
g_______________ gas. This adds to g______________ warming and c_________________ change. They also
release s_______________ dioxide which contributes to a__________ r___________
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Electricity: current, potential difference and resistance
Fill in the name or diagram of the electrical symbols

This is a graph for a ________________. The
current is ____________ ______________
to the p.d. The ______________ remains
constant as the current changes.

This is a graph for a ________________. The
current flows in ______ ______________
only. It has a very high
___________________ in the reverse
direction.

Some equations (to memorise)
Q=Ixt
V=IxR
Q - electrical charge

coulombs

(C)

I - ____________

amperes/amps

(__)

This is a graph for a ________________

t - ________

_____________

(s)

_________. The resistance ______________

V - potential difference (p.d.)

__________

(__)

as the temperature of the filament increases.

R - ______________

_________

(Ω)

An experiment to find the resistance of a
resistor. The ________________ is used
to measure the p.d. and the ammeter is
used to measure the

The resistance of an ________

______________.

(____________ _________ ____________)

R=V/I

decreases as the light intensity

Thermistors are used in circuits
where components are switched on
and off depending on the
___________________

Light Dependent
Resistors are used
e.g. for switching
lights on when it
gets

e.g. a ___________________.

___________.
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______________.
The resistance of a _______________
decreases as the temperature
______________.

Series and parallel circuits
Ammeters are connected in s______________.
Voltmeters are connected in p_____________.

Current is the flow of c_______, which is caused by
millions of e______ passing through a component.

___________________ circuit
___________________ circuit

VTOTAL =
RTOTAL =
I4

=

In a series circuit, the c______ is the same
through each component.
In a series circuit, the v____ of the power

VTOTAL =
RTOTAL < R1

RTOTAL < R2

ITOTAL =
The total current in a parallel circuit, is e________
to the sum of the current through each b_____.

supply is s_______ between all component.
The total resistance in a series circuit is equal
to the s_____ of the resistance of each

In a parallel circuit, the v_______ across each
component is the same.

c_______.
Rules for resistors in parallel
Rules for resistors in series
Adding more r__________ in series increases
the total r____________. The total p.d. is
shared between m_______ resistors. As a result
the p.d across each is less than it was before.
So the current is less than before. As the total
p.d. is unchanged, the total resistance is
g________________.

Adding more r____________ in parallel decreases
the total r_____________. The p.d. is the
_________ across each resistor. Adding an extra
resistor in parallel increases the total current in the
combination. The total resistance = the battery p.d.
÷ total current entering the combination, the total
resistance is l________ than it was with one
resistor.
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Safety and domestic uses of electricity
Give definitions:
• Direct current:
• Alternating current (__________V _______Hz):
• Fuse:
• Short circuit:
• The National Grid:
• Step-up transformers:
• Step-down transformers:

Label the diagram:

What colours are the three wires?
Live __________ Neutral __________ Earth __________________
The outer casings of plugs are made from plastic because it is a good
__________________.
The live wire is at ______V, the earth and neutral are at ___V.

1. _________________

The _____ and __________ complete the circuit. The _________ only

2. _________________

carries a current if there is a fault.

3. _________________

The ___________ wire can be dangerous even when a switch is off. It

4. _________________

is dangerous to connect the _________ and __________ wires

5. _________________

because there could be a very large c_________________.

National grid
Add labels to the diagram to show how the national grid works.
Labels to use:
• consumers
• power station
• pylons and high
voltage cables
• step-down
transformer
• step-up
transformer

Power (W) Memorise
P = ______ x _____
2

P = ______ x ______
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I - current - amps (A)
R - resistance - ohms (Ω)
V - potential difference - volts (V)
Q - charge - coulombs (C)

Energy (J) Memorise
E = ______ x _____
E = ______ x _____

Particle model of matter
This helps us to understand why it’s difficult to make a good cup of tea up a mountain!

Label the diagram using condense, evaporate,
freeze/solidify, liquid, gas, melt, solid, sublime.

Density of a substance is defined as its
mass per unit volume.
ρ = ____ / ____
3

density, ρ (kg/m )
mass, m (kilograms, kg)
3

3

volume, V (metres , m )

Label the diagram on the left to show the states of matter
or change of state at each point.
When substances change state, _________ is conserved.

The freezing point of a substance is the same temperature as the_______________point.
The energy transferred to a substance as it changes state is called its l____________ heat.
The energy stored by particles in a substance is its i____________ energy.
This energy is sum of the k__________ energy of particles and their p___________energy.
The specific latent heat of fusion is the energy needed to change ___kg of a substance from s______ to
l________ at its m_________ p__________ (without a change in temperature)
The specific latent heat of vaporisation of a substance is the energy needed to change ____kg from
l_____________ to v__________, at its b_____________ p______ (without a change in temperature)
Specific latent heat = __________ (J) / _________ (kg)
State

Solid
Liquid
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Flow?

Fixed
shape?

Fixed
volume?

Density

Particle
energy

Particle
movement

Forces
between
particles

Gas

Specific heat capacity (Doesn’t need to be memorised!!)
ΔE = m x c x Δθ
ΔE - change in thermal energy (J)
m - mass (kg)
c - specific heat capacity (J/kg⁰C)
Δθ - change in temperature (⁰C)
The specific heat capacity is the amount of __________ needed to raise the ___________________ of one
__________________ of a substance by one _________________ __________________.

The molecules of a gas are in constant random
______________. The _______________ (in ⁰C) of the gas is
related to the average k_____________ energy of the
molecules.
If the volume is kept the same, the pressure _____________ as
the temperature increases because the particles are moving
more _______________ and colliding with each other and the
container more ____________.

Atomic structure
-10

An atom is about 10 m
across. The

E_______________ can move further from the
nucleus by absorbing electromagnetic radiation and

n_____________ is more
than 10000 times smaller.

c_________ t__ the n______________ by emitting
e.m radiation.

m_______ n___________

atomic number = number of p_____________
atomic number = n__________ of

s___________

e_______________
mass number = number of p_______________ +
number of n______________

a__________ n___________
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The development of the model of the atom
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Atoms and nuclear radiation
Some atomic nuclei are unstable. The n___________ gives out radiation as it

Nuclear radiation emitted

changes to become more s_____________. This random process is called

includes a_________, b______,

radioactive d______________.

g__________or a

Activity is the rate nucleuses decay. It’s measured in b_________________ (Bq).

n____________.

Radioactive count rate (per second) is measured using a G______________-

Fill in the details about the first

M______________ tube.

three types in the table below.

Radiation

Symbol

What is made from?

Ionising power What is it stopped by?

Range in air

Alpha
Beta

In alpha decay, the mass number d________________ by ____ and the atomic number d________________ by
____. In beta decay the atomic number i_______________ by ___ and the mass number ____________ ______
_____________.
G_____________ emission doesn’t affect the ______________ number or ___________ number
Complete these two nuclear decay equations.
Gamma

Half life is the time it takes for the count rate to
drop to ___________ its initial value or the time
it takes for the number of __________________
_____________ decay
in the sample to ______________.

Define in terms of radioactivity
Irradiate

Contaminate
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_____________ decay

Energy - 20 Questions

1. What are the eight energy stores?
2. What are the four ways energy can be transferred?
3. What is the equation linking kinetic energy, mass and velocity?
4. What are the units for velocity?
5. What are the units for mass?
6. What are the units for energy?
7. The equation for elastic potential energy is Ee = ½ke2. What is the ½?
8. What are the units for the spring constant?
9. What are the units for extension?
10. What is the equation linking gravitational potential energy, mass, gravity and height?
11. What is the value and the units for gravitational field strength?
12. What is specific heat capacity?
13. In the equation for change in thermal energy, Δ E = m c Δ θ, what does Δ mean?
14. What are the units for specific heat capacity?
15. What are the units for change in temperature?
16. What is the equation linking power, energy and time?
17. What are the units of power?
18. What are the units for time?
19. What is the equation linking power, work done and time?
20. What are the units for work done?
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Conservation and dissipation of energy and energy resources - 16 Questions
1. What is the law of conservation of energy?
2. List the four steps of what happens to waste energy.
3. What are two ways we can reduce wasting energy?
4. Give three examples of insulation that can be used in the house.
5. What are three things that affect how efficient an insulator is?
6. Why is a system never 100% efficient?
7. What is the equation for working out efficiency?
8. What are the units for efficiency?
9. Name three things we need energy resources for.
10. Name four renewable energy resources.
11. Name four finite (non-renewable) energy resources.
12. What is finite resource?
13. Name a gas produced by burning fuels.
14. What is a problem this gas contributes to?
15. Name a second gas produced by burning fuels.
16. What is a problem this one contributes to?
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Electricity - 30 Questions

1. Draw the symbol for a cell.
2. Draw the symbol for a battery.
3. What is the difference between a battery and a cell?
4. Draw the symbol for an ammeter.
5. How must an ammeter be placed in a circuit?
6. Draw the symbol for a voltmeter.
7. How must a voltmeter be placed in a circuit?
8. Draw the symbol for a lamp.
9. Draw the symbol for a diode.
10. Draw the symbol for a resistor.
11. Draw the symbol for a LED (light emitting diodes).
12. Draw the symbol for a variable resistor.
13. Draw the symbol for a LDR (light dependent resistor).
14. Draw the symbol for a fuse.
15. Draw the symbol for a thermistor.
16. Draw the symbol for an open switch.
17. Draw the symbol for a closed switch.
18. What is equation taking charge, current and time?
19. What are the units for charge?
20. What are the units for current?
21. What is equation linking potential difference, current and resistance?
22. What are the units of potential difference?
23. What are the units for resistance?
24. Draw the current-potential different graphs for a resistor.
25. Draw the current-potential different graphs for lamp.
26. Draw the current-potential different graphs for a diode.
27. How does resistance of a thermistor change as temperature changes?
28. How does resistance of an LDR change as light intensity changes?
29. What is a use for an LDR?
30. What is a use for a thermistor?
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Series and parallel circuits - 7 Questions
1. What is current?
2. How does current behave in a series circuit?
3. What happens to the voltage produced by the battery in a series circuit?
4. What is the equation for adding resistors in a series circuit?
5. What is the total current in a parallel circuit?
6. What is the potential difference across each component in a parallel circuit?
7. What happens when you add resistors in a parallel circuit?
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Safety and domestic uses of electricity - 15 Questions

1. What is the voltage of mains electricity in the UK?
2. What is the frequency of mains electricity in the UK?
3. What is the difference between alternating and direct current?
4. What are the three wires inside a plug?
5. What colours are the three wires in a plug?
6. List three safety features of a plug?
7. How does a fuse work?
8. What is equation linking power, current and potential difference?
9. What are the units for power?
10. What is the equation linking power, current and resistance?
11. What is equation linking energy, power and time?
12. What is equation linking energy, charge and potential difference?
13. What is the National Grid?
14. What does step up transformer do?
15. What does a step-down transformer do?

Particle model of matter - 15 Questions

1. Draw the arrangement of particles in a solid.
2. Draw the arrangement of particles in liquid.
3. Draw the arrangement of particles in a gas.
4. What state(s) can flow?
5. Put the states in order of the energy their particles have, starting with the highest energy.
6. In which state(s) are the particles close together?
7. What is the equation linking density, mass and volume?
8. What are the units for density?
9. What are units the mass?
10. What are the units for volume?
11. What is specific heat capacity?
12. What is specific latent heat?
13. In the equation E = mL, what are the units for specific latent heat?
14. What causes gas pressure?
15. If the volume is kept the same, what happens to the pressure as a gas is cooled?
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Atomic structure and nuclear radiation - 30 Questions
1. How big is an atom?
2. Where are protons found?
3. Where are neutrons found?
4. Where are electrons found?
5. What happens to electrons when they absorb or emit radiation?
6. What is the atomic number?
7. What is the mass number?
8. How do you find the number of protons an atom has?
9. How do you find the number of electrons an atom has?
10. How do you find the number of neutrons an atom has?
11. Why do atoms have no overall charge?
12. How do ions get charged?
13. What are isotopes?
14. What are the two parts of the plum-pudding model?
15. What did Rutherford discover?
16. What did Bohr do?
17. What did Chadwick discover?
18. What is radioactive decay?
19. What four things can be emitted from a nucleus?
20. What are the units for radioactivity?
21. Put alpha, beta and gamma radiation in order of ionising power - greatest to least.
22. Put alpha, beta and gamma radiation in order of range in air - greatest to least.
23. What stops an alpha particle?
24. What stops a beta particle?
25. What stops gamma rays?
26. What is an alpha particle made of?
27. What is a beta particle made of?
28. What are gamma rays?
29. What happens to the atomic number when a nucleus emits a beta particle?
30. What is half-life?
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